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MOBIWAY BOOST, a revolutionary cable spool 
management system that challenges a 
longstanding industry standard, addresses the 
inconveniences associated with traditional 
spools, offering seamless solutions. Designed 
with the user in mind, the inner drum within 
the cable spool ensures a safer unspooling and 
rewinding process, whereas its integrated 
handle provides convenient and ergonomic 
carrying, a feature which improves overall 
handling. MOBIWAY BOOST is an innovative 
spool system that revolutionizes cable 
installation,elevating efficiency and safety.

For 40 years the spool has remained unchanged…
And so we REINVENTED THE WHEEL.

MOBIWAY BOOST can also be stacked vertically and horizontally, which reduces labour costs, 
improves safety and efficiency by allowing quick setup, secure transport and storage with its 
rubber feet for additional stability, and simultaneous pulling of multiple cables. The all-in-one spool 
system is designed so as the incorporated rubber feet to prevent roll-offs during installation and 
ensure stability, improving storage efficiency and reducing the risk of spills or falls in vehicles. 
Engineered with durability in mind, MOBIWAY BOOST is the game-changer that provides a solid 
foundation for all your on-site requirements.  

Makes sense, whichever way you stack it.

Vertical Stacking
Vertical StackingVertical Stacking Horizontal StackingHorizontal Stacking

MOBIWAY BOOST comes with 1.5mm & 2.5mm 
2core + earth flats and a robust new spool design 
to help you work smarter, faster, and safer. 
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Designed with sustainability at its core, MOBIWAY 
BOOST is a game-changer. Its recyclable and reusable 
design not only minimizes waste, reducing landfill 
impact, but also decreases the need for raw material 
mining contributing to a more sustainable electrification. 
The spool has been eco-designed to reduce its 
environmental footprint because it can be respooled and 
reused multiple times.

MOBIWAY BOOST: A win for 
efficiency and sustainability

Step into a revolutionary 
era of cable management 
with MOBIWAY BOOST.

MOBIWAY BOOST integrated carry 
handle and wheel inside the spool 
system makes the transportation and 
rewinding or unspooling a breeze. For 
effortless transportation, MOBIWAY 
BOOST  is equipped with a carry handle 
which provides a convenient and 
ergonomic carrying - a feature which 
improves overall handling whereas the 
integration of an inner drum within the 
cable spool ensures a safer unspooling 
and rewinding process.  MOBIWAY 
BOOST re-imagines traditional cable 
management with its user-centric 
innovation, promoting workplace safety 
and fostering a more user-friendly and 
engaging work environment.

Meeting the most 
demanding electrical 
installation needs.

In a move away from the unsustainable use of single-use spools, MOBIWAY BOOST – a 
returnable and reusable solution, leads to a significant decrease in energy consumption. 
With improved meter marking and additional cable length on each spool, it minimizes scrap 
cable and maximises usage value. Through the implementation of recyclable and reusable 
initiatives, we can significantly contribute to waste reduction in landfills and minimize the 
impact of mining, achieving energy savings. 
Upgrade to an easier, safer solution that will save you time and money, and reduce waste on 
every worksite.
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The innovative cable management system that 
allows cable unspooling, rewinding, stacking, 
and carrying with ease and efficiency.

CONTACT US
Nexans Australia

Level 8/130 Lonsdale Street, 
Melbourne, VIC 3000

Learn more at

nexans.com.au


